
 2 sets of 9 picture cards -
each card in Set A has a
relationship with a card in
Set B

15-20 minutes

I NEED YOU, YOU NEED ME

The aim of the game is to match up the cards in Set A with the corresponding cards in Set B by recognising the 
connection between them.

Place all the Set B pictures face up on the table. Show your child the ‘doctor’ card from Set A. Say: Here’s a doctor. 
Can you find the card that relates to what a doctor does? Talk to your child about doctors and what they do: 
What does a doctor do? (Treats sick people). 
What is a patient? (Someone who’s sick). 
What does a doctor do at work? (Examines patients and helps them get better).
What does a doctor do if there are no patients? (They think about patients they will see later; they read and 
or/learn about new treatments etc.).
What if nobody was ever ill? (We wouldn’t need doctors). 
Continue until your child understands that doctors need patients to be able to do their job, and patients need 
doctors to help them get better. 

Then work through the other pictures from Set A until your child has made a connection for all the pairs. Ask 
questions to stimulate discussion about the relationships, as in the doctor example above, to come to the 
following conclusions:
Teachers needs students and students need teachers.
Taxi drivers need passengers and people needing to go somewhere need taxi drivers. 
Builders need building jobs and building work needs builders.
Chefs need food orders and food orders need chefs to prepare them.
Hairdressers need people’s hair to cut and people need hairdressers to cut their hair.
Firemen need fires to put out and fires need firemen to put them out.
TV engineers needs TVs to fix and broken TVs need TV engineers to fix them.
Sailor need ships to sail and ships need sailors to sail them.

Note: Obviously, these ‘logical connections’ are not always true. However, the aim is to help your child recognise 
the relationship between the pairs. Through your questions and further conversation, you can address the 
variations, possibilities and alternatives, if you think it would be appropriate for your child.

Your child can find connected pairs.
Your child can explain the relationship between the pairs.

To understand relationships with a logical connection
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After using the cards
provided, you could ask your 

child if they can think of 
another ‘job’ that needs 

someone or something that 
also needs them.

Ask them what picture they 
would put if they were going 

to include their idea in the 
game.
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Set A - Cut out each card separately.
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Set A - Cut out each card separately.
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Set B - Cut out each card separately.



Set B - Cut out each card separately.
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